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Toward a Theory of Spiritual
Intelligence and Spiritual Leader
Development

Louis W. (Jody) Fry and Cindy Graves Wigglesworth
E-mail: fry@rarleron.edu; cswigglesworth@gmail.com

ASSTRACT

Abhough ryirinal intelligence (SQ) has been an emerging topic among
social and organizational schokrs in lecent leart, tltere haoe been

serious acad.emic discussions on wbether SQ is an ehuiue conttr.uct, on
it dimensionaliry, and on whether it shoald eaen be considered an
intelligexce in the frst place. Proponents of the SQ conttract hdue
argued that it h distinct fom traditional personality traits and gneral
mental ability and. that it it a meaningfll consmrct that can be used to
explain aaious ptycholngical atd rnanagerial phenomena, Our main
objectiues in this paper are to: (l) argue that a cor mon underlying
mubiple buel ontolog exists that cdn serue as a foundation for a being-
centred theory of qirinal intelligence, and (2) explore how these haek
un inform and enich the understanding of the deuelopment of
giinal intelligence and spirinal hader deulopment. First, we reaiew
the defnition and domain of the intelligence cansmtct atd argue that it
is a concepnally d.istinct form ofintelligence. Second, ue argae that any
theory of girinal intelligence must focu.s on the tpiritual joumel ds one

of epittemohgical ascent and ontohgical descent through fae distinct
leuek of being a joamey of self-nanscendcnce or transformation fom
ego-cenned to other-centred ubih striaing to attain a Non-dual state of
awareness and maintain this state of being or consci.ousness font
moment-to-lnoment Third, we ofer a mode I of qirinal leader
dzuehpment based on this theory of spbinal intelligence. Final$ we

ffir implications for funre theory, research and practice on piinal
intelligence and spirinal hadzr det,ehpment.

ffi,1**s,ffiil:r"s'il"#",ion L'adership, pp 4,-7e
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Introduction

I growing number of companies such as Chick-Fil-A, Interstare
I lBarreries, Tomasso Corporarion of Canada, Maxwell, Locke, and
Ritter L.L.P. of Austin, Texas, Ben and Jerry's Homad Ice Creme, Taco
Bell, SREI Internarional Financial Limited of India, Pizza Hut. ard
BioGenenex are using spiritual lessons in their management ard
leadership strategies (Conlin, 1999; Fry and Slocum, 2008; Mirroff and
Denton, 1999; Saylor, 2005). Some are calling this trend "a spirirual
awakening in the American workplace" (Garcia-Zamor, 2003). Patricia
Aburdene in her recent boob Megatends 2010, srates that the focus on
spiritualiry in business is becoming so pervasive thar ir stands as "today's
greatest megatrend". She contends that more and more people are
making choices in the marketplace as "values-driven consumers" and the
power of spiritualiry'is increasingly impacting our personal lives and is
spreading into organizations to foster a moral transformation in them.

This has driven a major change in the personal and professional lives of
leaders as many of them more deeply integrate their spirituality with
their work. Most would agree rhar this integration is leading to vcry
positive changes in their relationships and rheir effectiveness (Neal,
2001). Further, there is evidence that workplace spirituality programmes
not only lead to beneficial personal ourcomes such as increasedjoy,
peace, sereniry, job satisfaction and commitment but that they also
deliver improved productiviry and reduced absenteeism ard turnover
(Giacalone and Jurkiewicz, 2003). Employees who work for orgarizadons
they consider being spiritual are less fearful, mor€ erhical, and more
committed. And, there is mounting evidence that a more humane
workplace is not only more productive, bur also more flexible and
creative (Conlin, 1999; Eisler and Montouri, 2003). Most importantly
to management and leadership from an organizational effectiveness and
performance perspective, is the finding by Mitroff and Denton (1999)
rhat spiritualiry could be the ultimare comperitive advanrage.

Many question why rhis inrerest in spirituality is occurring. Although
there are many arguments, one viable reason is that society is seeking
spiritual solutions to better respond to tumultuous social and business
changes (e.g. Cash, Gray, and Rood, 2000), and that global changes nave

brought a growing social spiritual consciousness (Inglehart, 1997).
indeed, Duchon and Plowman (2005) posit that ignoring spirit at work
may mean "ignoring a fundamental feature of what it means to be
human."
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As the interest in spirituality in the workplace and elsewhere grows and
leaders and their organizations gain inreresr in workplace spiritualiry and
spiritua.l leader developmenr, it becomes necessary to develop a bemer
understanding, in a manner similar to work rhar has been performed on
cognitive intelligence (IQ (Neisser et al., 1996; Sternberg, 1997) and,
emorional intelligence (EQ) (Goleman, 1995), of spiritualiry as a basic
intelligence from which cerrain skills, capaciries, anj comperencies arrse.
A.lthough spiritual inrelligence (SQ) has been an emerging ropic among
social and organizational scholars in recenr years (Emmons, 2000;
Emmons, and Keortge, 2003; Hafer, 2009; Luckcock, 2008; Martin and
Paloutzian, Ronel, 2008; Sisk,2006; Tirri, Nokelainen, and Ubanai,
2006; Tischler, Biberman, and Mckeage, 2002; lVigglesworrh, 2004),
there have been serious academic discussions on whether SQ is an elusrve
consrruc (Martin and Hafer, 2009; Ronel, 2008; Tischler, Biberman,
and McKeague, 2002), on irs dimensionality (Emmons, 1g99: Zohar,
2005), and on whether it should even be considered an intelligence
dimension (Gardner, 1999). Proponents of the SQ consrruc have
argued that it is distinct from traditional personality traits and general
mental ability and that it is a meaningful consrruct that can be used to
explain various psychological and managerial phenomena (Emmons,
1999; Paloutzian, Emmons, and Keortge, 2003; Vigglesworth, 2006;
Zohar and Marshall, 2000).

An imponant distinction to make in theorizing about spiritual intelligcnce
and spirirual leader dwelopment is in differentiaring leader and leadership
development (Day, 2001). In theorizing aSout leadzrship development,
the focus is on the collective social influence process rhar engages

weryone and enables groups ofpeople ro work together in meaningfirl ways
(Dan 2001). Leadership is thus both a cause and effect as group members
interact and various formal and informal leaders in the group emerge
(Drath and Palus, 1998). In the case of lcadcr d,evelopment, dre emphasis is

on individual k-nowledge ard competencies associated with a formal
leadership role, often focusing on individual skills and abilities such as

self-awareness (e.g., emotional awareness and self-confidence), self-
reguJation (e.g. self-control, rustworthiness, adaptabiliry), and self-
motivation (e.g. commitment, initiative, oprimism). A focus on leading
concentrates largely on how leaders influence their followers. It centres on
how leaders are able to engage in healthy value and attitude development
and build the competencies needed ro effectively perform their leadership
role.
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Our main objectives in this paper are to: (1) argue that a common
underlying muftiple level ontology exists that can serye as a foundadon
for a being-centred rheory of spiritual intelligence, and (2) explore how
these levels can inform and enrich the undersianding of the development
of spiritual intelligence and spiritual leader development. Each ;f the
ontological levels of being has a corresponding epistemology or way
knowing_(Fry and Kriger, 2009; \7ilber, 2000a, 2000b). Epistemology
and ontology are complementary disciplines of study, where ontology rs

the study of being, or the nature of realiry, what €xists. Epistemologr is
the study of our awareness and knowledge of reality. In addition, each
level of being and awareness has different implications and effectiveness
criteria for spiritual intelligence. First, we reviey/ the definition aad
domain of the intelligence construct and argue rhat it is a conceptually
distinct form of intelligence. Second, we argue that any rheory of
spiritual intelligence must focus on the spiritual journey as one of
epistemological ascent and ontological descent through five distincr levels
oF being; a journey of self-transcendence or rransformation fiom cenued
to other-centred while strivine to attain a non-dual state of awareness
and maintain this state of biing or consciousness from moment-to-
moment Third, we offer a model of spiritua.l leader developmenr based
on this theory of spiritual intelligence. Finally we offer implications for
future theory, research and practice on spiritual intelligence and spiritual
leader development.

The Definition and Domain of Intelligence

There is no universally agreed definition of human intelligence
(Emmons, 2000; Neisser rr a/., 1996; Sternberg, 1997). The closesr may
be that found in a statement titled "Mainstream Science on Intellisence"
which was issued by 52 universiry professors in rhe rVall Street Journal
on December 13, 1994. This same definition was republished in the
jotrnal Intelligence (Gottfredson, 1997). Intelligence is:

A very general mental capability rhat, among other things, involves
the ability to reason, plan, solve problems, think abstracdy,
comprehend complex ideas, learn quickly ard learn fiom experience.

It is not merely book learning, a narrow academic skill, or test-
taking smarts. Rather, it reflects a broader and deeper capability for
comprehending our surroundings - "catching on", "making sense"

ofthings, or "figuring out" what to do.
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The theme one finds in the various definitions is that an intelliscncc
makes sense of things and then brings adaptive, creatiye (proilem-
solving) capacities to bear on the problems thar a human being faces.
Thus there are at leasr rwo componenrs to any intelligenc., L."rro,
comprehension and sense-making; einerior behaviours which are adapuve
for the situation the human faces (which can include culrural as well as
physical realities) .

Gardner (1993), in his theory of multiple intelligences, offers a more
refined view of intelligence within the context of this more general
definition. He defined intelligence as "tle abiliry to solve problemi, or ro
fashion products, that are valued in one or more cultural or communiry
settings" (p. 7). Gardner's seven intelligences (1993) included linguisric
logi.el-m2d1sn.d.al, music, bodily-kinesthetic, spatial, interperional,
ano rntraPersonal:

. Linguistic intellignce involves sensitiviry to spoken and written language,
the ability to learn languages, and the capacity to use language to
accomplish cenain goals. This intelligence includes the ability ro
effectively use language to express oneself rhetorically or poetically;
and language as a means to remember information. 'iTriters, poets,
lawyers and speakers are among those seen as having high linguistic
intelligence.

. Logical-mathematical intelligence consists of the capacity to analyse
problems logically, carry out mathematical operations, and
investigate issues scientifically. It entails the ability to detect parterns,
reason deductively and think logically.

. Musical intelligence involves skill in dre performance, composition,
and appreciation of musical patterns. It encompasses rhe capacity ttr
recognize and compose musical pitches, tones, and rhlthms.

. Bodib-kinesthetic intelligence entails the porenrial of using one's
whole body or parts ofthe body to solve problems. It is the ability to
use mental abilities to coordinate bodily movements.

. Spatial intelligence involves the potential to recognize and use rhe
panerns ofwide space and more confined areas.

. Inter?enonal intelligence is concerned with the capacity ro understand
the intentions, motivations and desires of other people. It allows
people to work effectively with others. Interpersona.l intelligence
relates to one's ability to deal with others and to "notice and make
distinctions among other individuals and, in particular, among their
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moods, temperamenas, morivations and intentions" (Gardner, 1999,
p.239).

. Intrapersonal intelligence entarls the capacity to understand oneself to
appreciate one's feelings, fears and motivations. It involves having an
effective working model of ourselves, and to be able to use s-uch
information to regulate our lives. Intrapersonal intelligence relates to
one's abiliry to deal with oneself and to "symbolize comDlex and
highly differentiated sets of feelings" (Gardner, 199, p. 239) within
the self.

The first two have been rypically valued in schools; the next three are
usua.lly associated with the arts; and the final two are what Gardner
called'personal intelligences' (Gardner, 1999).

E m o ti o n a I In t e I I igen c e

In a subsequent revision of his multiple intelligence rheory, Gardner
emphasized more cultural and contextual factors in the development of
intelligence (Gardner, 1999). He retained the original seven inrelligences,
but acknowledged the possibiliry of adding new intelligences ro the [ist.
Two in particular that are receiving increased scholarly attention wirhin
the context of multiple intelligences include emorional intelligence (EQ
and spirirual intelligence (SQ). EQ has its roors in the concept of social
intelligence first identified by Thorndike in 1920. Thorndike (1920)
defined social intelligence as "the ability to understand and marragc men
and women, boys and girls - to ac wisely in human relations" (p. 228).
Following Thorndike's ideas, Gardner (1993) included interpersonal and
intrapersonal intelligences in his initial theory of multiple intelligences.

EQ can be viewed as a form ofsocial intelligence that is a combination of
the intrapersonal and inrerpersonal intelligence of an individual.
Emotional Intelligence is defined as "the ability to manage oursehes and
our relationships effectively" (Goleman, 1995). As with other
intelligences, EQ involves both interior comprehension and extenor
adaptive responses. Goleman and Boyatzis, and McKee (2004) Iist 18
skills or competencies of Emotional Intelligence that fall into 4 quadranrs
(See Table 1).
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Table 1: Four Qradrants and 18 Skills ofEmotional Intelligence

Self Awareness
r Emotionalself-awareness
o Accurateself-assessment

. Self-confidence

Other Awareness
. Empathy
. OrganizationdAwareness
. Service Orientation

Self Management
. Emotiona.lSelf-Control
. Transparenry(honest/trustworthy)
. Adaptability
. AchievementOrientation
. Initiative
. Optimism

Relationship Skills
. Developing Others
. InspirationalLeadership
. Influence
. Change Catalyst
. Conflict Management
. Teamwork and Collaboration

Goleman (1995) suggested that emotional intelligence (EQ) gives us

awar€ness of our own and other people's feelings. It provides us with
empathy, compassion, motivation and the abiliry to respond
appropriately to pain or pleasures. He also pointed out that EQ is a basrc

requirement for the effective use of IQ. The two upper quadrants are

focused on awareness (internal comprehension of self and others). The
two bottom quadrants reflect exterior adapdve responses. The saying

among consultants is this arena is "lQ will get you in the door, but
emotional intelligence is what makes you successful." Thus traditional
logical-mathematical and linguistic intelligences (IQ) do matter - as a

threshold for entry into a position. But once into a position, IQ becomes

a less powerful predictor ofsuccess than EQ

The lower right quadrant of reladonship skills is the final quadrant to
develop. Skills in the lower right are dependent upon at least a certain
amount of development in the preceding 3 quadrants - especially what
Goleman calls the "metaskills" - Emotional Self-Awareness; Empathy;
and Emotional Self-Control.

S?iitual Intelligence

Gardner (1999) also idendfied three domains of spiritual intelligence.

First. he attributes the "concern with cosmic or existential issues" to the
sphere of spiritual intelligence. Second, he emphasizes spirituality as

achievement ofa state of being" which represents the psychological states

and phenomenal experiences that are called spiritual. The third domarn
is "spiritud as effect to others", a social aspect, which a.lso coincides with
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the term charisma and is an important ingredienr of conveying other
people towards the fulfilment of rhe firsr rwo domains in their lives.

Emrnons: Given its roots in social intelligence, Emmons (2000a, 2000b)
argued that the conceptual background of SQ mer tradirional standards
for intelligence measules. But, to fulfil the conceptual criterion and label
SQ as an intelligence facet, one must provide evidence thar SQ is not a

personaliry trait or a preferred way of behaving but is itself a set ofskills,
competencies, and abilities. He defines spiritual intelligence as "the
adaptive use of spiritual information to facilitate everyday problem
solving and goal attainment." He highlighted four criteria that qualify SQ
as a facer of inrelligence. These are:

1. The capacity to transcend the physical and material.

2. The ability to experience heightened states ofconsciousness.

3. The abiliry to sanctify everyday experience.

4. The abiliry to utilize spiritual resources to solve problems.

However, Emmons (1999) is not very explicit on his definition of
'spirituality' nor 'spiritual' (T\rri et al.,2006). He approaches spiritualiry
through personal goals and modvation. He uses the concept of "'ultimate
concerns'to refer to the multiple personal goals that a person might
possess in striving toward the 'sacred"' (p. 6).

Zohar and Marshal/.' For their work on SQ Zohar and Marshall (2000,

2004) draw on the $?ebster's dictionary definition of spirit - "the vital
principle or animating force traditionally believed ro be the intangible,
life affirming force in self and all human beings". For them, spiritualiry is
"to be in touch with some larger, deeper, richer whole that puts our
present limired situation into a new perspective" (Zohar and Marshall,
2000, p. 18). It is to have a sense of something more, beyond, or greater
than ourselves that provides meaning and value on who and where we
are now. This may be a deeper social reality, or an awareness or
afiunemenr to the mythological, archerypal, or religious dimensions of
our situation. It may be a sense of a more profound higher level of truth
or beauty. And/or it may be a sense of alignment in that we are part of a
greater cosmic whole or some universal process,

Zohar and Marshall (2000, 2004) go on to define spiritual intelligence as

"arr abiliry to access higher meanings, values, abiding purposes, and

unconscious aspects of the self and to embed these meanings, values and
purposes in living a richer and more cr€ative life" (Zohar and Marshall,
2004, p. 3). The authors claim that SQ is our ultimate intelligence and is
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the necessary foundadon for the effective functioning of IQ and EI.
Developing and using IQ, EQ, and SQ allows us to different abilities
and skills to deal with everyday situations and problems. IQ allows use us

to think rationally to facilitate everyday problem solving and goal
attainment. This is the ability to generate a rich set of alternatives and
utilize an appropriate algorithm to select rhe best one to solve a problem.
EQ is manifested in rrust, empathy, self-awareness, and self control, and
in the ability to respond appropriately to the emotions of others. EQ
allows us to judge what situation we are in and then to behave
appropriately within it. This is working within rhe boundaries of rhe
situation, allowing the situation to guide us.

SQ amplifies and integrates IQ ard EQ. Spiritual intelligence is an
abiliry to access higher meanings, values, abiding purposes, and
unconscious aspects of the self and to embed rhese meanings, values, ald
purposes in living a richer and more creative life. It allows us to be
present in the moment free ofanger, resentment, worry, and fear and ask
if we want to be in this particular situation in the first place. Would we
rather change the situation and create a better one? This is working with
the boundaries ofour situadon and allowing us to guide the situation.

Spiritual intelligence and spiritual leader development is fostered by 12

principles: (Zohar, 2005) :

1. SelfAttareness: Knowing what I believe in and va.lue, and whar
deeply motivates me.

2. Spontaneity: Living in and being responsive to the moment.
3. Being Vision- and Value-Led: Acting fiom principles and deep

belie6, and living accordingly.
4. Holism: Seeing larger patterns, relationships, and connecdons;

having a sense ofbelonging.
5. Comltassion: Having the quality of "fe eling-with" and deep e mpathy.
6. Celebration of Diuersity: Valuing other people for their differences,

not despite them.

7. Field Independencer Standing against the crowd and having one's
own convictions.

8. Hurnility: Having the sense of being a player in a larger drama, of
one's true place in the world.

9. Tntcnq n '*h Fundamennl 'V4/" Questiorx: Needing to understand
things and get to the bocom of them.

10. Ability to Refame: Standing back from a situation or problem and

seeing the bigger picture; seeing problems in a wider context.
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11. ?ositioe Use of Aduersity: Learning and growing frorn mistakes,
setbacks, and suffering.

1,2- Sense ofVocatiozr Feeling called upon ro serve, to give something back.

These principles are derived from the qualities rhat define complex
adaprive systems. In biology, complex adaptive systems are living systems

that create order our of chaos. They are holisric, emergenr, and respond
creatively to environmental challenges. Human beings are also complex
adaptive systems. Spiritual Intelligence (SQ) refers to the skills,
competencies, abilities, and behaviours needed to balance the experience
of expansive love with discipline and responsibility. The SQ principles -
underpinned by vision, purpose, meaning, and values - facilirate
everyday problem solving and goal amainment and a richer ard more
creative life. By successfully balancing these polarities in our own
experiences and in how we treat others and the world, we are able to
create forgiveness, healing, and connection (Cook and Macaulay, 2004).
Further, by accessing this intelligence we can succeed in the search for
meaning in life, find a moral and erhical path to help guide us, and act
on our values. Signs of high SQ include an ability to think out of the
box, humiliry, and an access to energies that come from something
beyond the ego, beyond us, and our day-to-day concerns (Zohar, 2005;
Zohar and Marshall, 2000 , 2004).

To some degree the intelligences develop separately. Thus a person can

be highly developed physica.lly (PQ) but not be well developed in any
other line of intelligence. Or, a person can be cognitively highly
developed (lQ and not well developed emotionally (EQ) or spiritually
(SQ), Development on one intelligence can create a "necessary but not
sufficient" condition for growth on another. For example, some degree of
cognitive development app€ars to be necessary to reach the higher stages

of spiritual development due to the complexities a high SQ person must
be able to perceive and process. And some degree of EQ development rs

necessary for SQ development. In early childhood a huge amount of
effort goes into mastering our physical bodies (PQ) for tasks such as

walking, running, and tying our shoes. At school we focus primarily (but

not exclusively) on IQ development. The human brain is fully developed
at age 22 to 25 (frontal neocoftex especially) and at that point the full
repertoire of EQ development is available to us. SQ skills are dependent

upon some empathy and emotional self-awareness being present (EQ).

Quesrions of deep meaning and a desire for tnnscending the

confinement of the ego self occur periodically throughout life, but
become most pressing in adulthood - so we tend to focus on developing
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SQ last. Once the spiritual journey is begun it reinforces the growth and
development of EQ. SQ requires but also reinforces the growth of
cognidve complexity since SQ confrons mystery and paradox.

Spiritual Intelligence, Levels ofBeing and
the SpiritualJourney

To deve.lop spiritual intelligence, one must embark upon the spiritual
journey of self-transcendence; the journey of tansformation from ego-

centred to other-centred while striving to attain and maintain this state

of being or consciousness from moment-to-moment (IGiger and Seng;

2005; Fry and Kriger, 2009; Fry and Nisiewicz, 2013). The view of this
journey of consciousness is as it relates to levels of knowing and being
and the development of leader IQ, EQ, and SQis shown in Figure 1.

The advantage of theories based on multiple levels of being is described
in the work of Vilber (2000a; 2000b), who draws upon developmental
psychology, anthropology, and philosophy to argue that human
consciousness is found by a wide range of researchers to develop in a

series of stages (Graves, 1981). Consciousness in this view is marked by
the subordination of lower-order systems to progressively more subtlq
higher-order systems, where a higher level ofbeing becomes salient as an
individual's overall being wolves.

SO ba.6d 6 In h€ tlontual In on.ns &d
@.lant eoncnaaus or .ppa€nt

so ba6d on lov. .nd ..^,t .

SO bsod m b.ln! ooMclou. a asm

Dddo!trntfid @..1 Eo thargh q.im
and valu.s ld ondlo.al .MEn* End

D€v€loprnsr and u* ot lO tor anonal
d..l.lon maldno .ppopnd. b fie .nuato

Fig. 1: The Spiritual Joutney, Lercls of Knowing
and Being, aod IQ, EQ, and SQ

Everyone, in his or her own unique way, seeks knowledge about realiry
that they feel will allow them to attain greater firlfilment and happiness
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in their lives. The five levels of being provide different views of reality thu
produce different approaches to leader development. In addition, each of
the five levels of being have a corresponding mode of consciousness tn

terms of notions such as truth, belief, and justification for one's actions;

the sensible or physical world, images and imagination, the soul ard its
content, the spirit, and Non-dual consciousness. At each level we find

ourselves concerned with how we creare knowledge, and skepticism

about the different claims to knowledge by others concerning questions

such as: '\?hat is knowledge?' "i7hat are the processes by which

knowledge is acquired?' '\X4rat do people seek to know?' 'How do we

become mote aware ofboth ourselves and the world around us?'

States ofbeing are different levels of realiry and consciousness marked by

the subordination of lower-order systems of knowl€dge and moving to
progressively more subde, higher-order rystems, where an individualk
Lveiall level of being evolves. Such a system can be described as 'holonic'.

A holon is "a whole that is part of other wholes". (check quote mark

placement) A holonic system is one in which each level as a whole is

embedded in a higher level of the system, creating a nested system of
wholes. For example, a whole atom is part ofa whole molecule; a whole

molecule is part of a whole cell; a whole cell is part of a whole organlsm.

In a holonic system of being, each successive level of existence is a stage

through which individuals pass on their way to knowledge of more subtle

(and more complete) levels of being. When at a Particular level of being,

a person tends to experience psychological states that are appropriate to that

level. In addition, an individual's feelings, motivations, ethics, values,

learning system, and personal theories-in-use as to how leadership should

be praciiced are consisrent with and appropriate to that level ofbeing.

Each hisher level transcends and includes each of the lower levels.

Moreo,rei, each lower level can be activated or reactivated as individuals'

progress and then fall back to a lower level as the environmental situadon

.nJ r..po.r. changes. Realiry, in this view, is composed of neither

wholes nor parts, but of part/wholes or holons. Each level can govern !n

any particular activiry depending on the level of awareness and

development of the individual. More important still, every individual has

all of these levels potentially available, independent of their current stage

of development. Each level can govern in any particular acriviry

depe.rding on the level of awareness and develoPment of the individual
(Gia".., lggt). For an example of a holonic model of organizational

decision making consisting of six levels see Kriger and Barnes (1992) or
for an e*tended discussion ofholonic rystems see rVilber (2000a; 2000b)-
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Lewels of Knozoing and Being

Each of the five levels of being provide contexts which shape the

appropriateness ofresponse called for a given situation faced by a leader. The
correlates to the five levels of being, fiom an epistemological viewpoint,
are: (1) Non-dual awareness; (2) awareness ofSpirit; (3) awareness ofthe
soul and its content; (4) awareness of images and imagination; and
(!) awareness of the sensible or physical world (see Figure 1). Epistemology

is concerned with the nature of knowledge and with related notions such

as truth, belief, and iustification. It also deals with how we create knowledge,

as well as skepticism about different knowledge claims. Epistemology thus

addresses such questions as: "What is knowledge?' "What are the processes

by which knowledge is acquired?' 'How do we become more aware of
both ourselves and the world around us?'

In the subsequent five sections we summarize the ontological and

epistemological attributes ofeach level and their implications for spiritual

intelligence and leader development, starting with the most concrete level

(Level V) and proceeding to the progressively more abstract and subde

levels IV, III, II, and I. For more deail on how being-centred leadership

operates within and beween levels and their relationship to current
exrant rheories ofleadership see Fry and Kriger (2009).

Lnel V The SeruiblzlPlrysical Vorld - The fifth level of being is the

sensible or visible level. It is comprised of the physical, observable world
which is based in the five senses, wherein one creates and tralsfers
knowledge through an active engagement in worldly affairs The focus is

on externally observable phenomena that can be directly measured or
inferred using the scienrific method. fu a state of being, individuals are

born into and live within a social world where the maior view of realiry is

based on the sensible/physical world. Leader efFectiveness in the

sensible/physical world entails developing IQ and appropriate diagnostic

skills to discern the characteristics of tasks and situations and then being

flexible enough in one's decision making behaviour to increase the

likelihood of desired organizational effectiveness outcomes. This level of
being is where most current theory and reseatch on leadership has been

conducted and written about to date (Fry and Krieger, 2009).

Leuel M: Images and Imagination -The founh level of being is the level

of Images and Active Imagination. This is the level ofbeing where realiry

is sociJly and personally constructed via the creation and maintenance of
vision, values i.td i-"g.t. The emphasis here is on the characteristics of
subiective experience as it relates to the development of awateness and
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knowledge (Almaas, 2004; Burrell and Morgan, 1994). Effectiveness at

this level involves the appropriate use of emotions, images and

imagination; primarily through the process of creating a compelling
personal vision and establishing strong personal values. The primary
focus at this level is on developing EQ as it relates to the development of
emotional awareness, managementr arrd relationship knowledge, skills,

and competences. Out of this level arises the legitimacy and

appropriateness of a personal vision, as well as the ethical and cultural

values which other individuals and groups should embrace or reject. An
example of this is Barack Obama's vision of "Change !?e Can Believe

In" and its emotional appeal that provided focus for the vision and values

of his presidential election campaign organization.

However, at Level IV there is the possibility that the vision and values of
self-sewing leaders may result in using their EQ to deceive and the

exoloit others. At Dresent rhere is no consensus on the values that foster

thi greater good of both self and others for the creation of optimum
physical health, psychological well-being, and healthy relationships (Fry'

2005). Most people, however, tend to pursue both selfish and altruistic
(orher centred) values and interests simultaneously At this level there is

the potential for a dark side, whereby people may have a tendency

towards narcissism, authoritarianism, Machiave llianism, and a high need

for personal power. This can be accompanied with lack ofinhibirion and

the promotion among others of dependency, personal identification, and

inadequate internalization of appropriate values and beliefs (Bass and

Steidlemeir, 1999; Fry and Kriger, 2009; Price, 2003).

Lnel III: The Soul - The third level of being is where individual
awareness occurs and self transcendence begins to emerge. Nmas, in The

Inner Journq Horne: Soul's Realization of the Uniry of Reality, describes

the soul as ". . . the locus of ourselves, the place where we exPerlence

ourselves , . . the locus in Reality where we experience the self (Almaas,

2004). The term soul refers to the whole self, including all ofits elements

and dimensions, where self is defined as that which tends towards

enhancing the individual's overall well-being. It includes the spiritual

"rp.., "t 
d peffpective as well as *re more conventional levels of

experience such as our emotions and physical sensations (Almaas,2004).

The soul is the entiry where all of our experiences are integrated into a

whole and seen in a new light. It functions as the Yessel that literally
contains our inner events and is the place where we experience our inner

life. Many people perceive themselves as independent agents who are the

sum total of their personal experiences, thoughts, feelings, sensations,
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actions and perceptions; all of which are temporary, arising and
disappearing. They.are barely aware oFrhe perspecriv; ofrheir highir self,
the soul's perspecrive and, mosr of the rime, are not aware ihar this
perspective even exists.

For leaders to awaken or become conscious at Level III involves the
capacity to be aware from moment ro moment of all of their experience,
whether thoughts, feelings, body sensarions or of the mind itseif lTolle,
1999). \?ithout an understarding of the soul as the place of felt
experience in the now or current momenr, a person's rhinking will tend
to become focused on th€ past or on the future. The individual rhen
becomes trapped in ego-centred experience, where there is the duality of
an 'experiencer' separated fiom what is 'experienced' (Osborne, 1970;
Tolle, 2005). Each of rhe major spiritual and religious traditions of the
world believe that without this level of 

"*"renels, 
an individual will

perceive themselves simply as the sum of individual thoughts, feelings,
emotions and body sensations. Level III consciousness is essential for
leaders to be in touch with subde feelines and inruitions that can result rn a
better understanding ofthe overall conren as well as rhe needs offollowers.

The greatesr obstacle to experiencing the rea1iry of Level III is
identification with the thinking mind, which causes thoughts and
feelings to become overly fixed-and compulsive (Tolle, 199;). Mind
identification is almost universal, endemic to rhe human condition and
central to developmental psychology, which is rhe study of the growth
and development of the mind. Identification with the thinking mind
decreases when consciousness is focused in rhe present moment;r now.
It is thus importanr at Level III ro develop and refine the ability to be
present or conscious of the present moment by withdrawing attention fiom
past mernories and firture imaginings whenever they are not needed.
Consciously leading from the soul thus involves a conrinual process of
awakening to the awareness that we are more than rh. ru- roirl ofour
thoughts, emotions, body sensations and overall mind content.

At Level III's state of being, leaders can facilirate the development of
rheir spiritual inrelligence and ever more refined programmes of change
and tralsformation at both the intrapersonal and interpersonal levels.
Consciously living fiom Level III inuolues a conrin;al process of
awakening to the awareness that we are more than the sum total of our
thoughts, emotions, body sensations and overall mind content. Adopting
an inner Iife or spiritual practice for spiritual intelligence development r
a discipline of constantly observing our thought paterns, and what we
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pay attention to in order to get rhe self-cenrred ego out ofthe way (Rohr,
2003). The Zen masters call this wiping the mirror so we can see exactly
the "truth of realiry." The science fiction writer, Ray Bradbury, called
this kind of ability "fair witnessing." This inner process can be brural,
but it is absolutely necessary for spiritual intelligence. Otherwise one
cannot sepaftrte from the mind's identification widr thoughts (lQ and
feelings (EQ) and one then becomes their rhoughts. Taken to the
extreme, people stop having thoughts and feelings; the thoughts and feelings
have them. This is whar the ancients called "being possessed" by a demon.

As a leader aspires to funher develop rheir spiritual intelligence and
realize progressively higher levels, the soul progressively comes to be
aware of more hidden elements of rhe psyche. This, in turn, allows for
realization of successively deeper and more refined states of awareness
(Wilber, 2000a; Almaas, 2004). As this process unfolds, leaders operating
from level III may experience what some have termed rhe'dark night of
the soul', which though appearing at the time to be negative often results
in greater moral sensitivity and a concurrenr decrease in egocentrism
(Benefiel, 2005i May,2004). Many leaders come to experience a subtle
surrendering of the ego, reside at this level briefly, and then often are
found to regress back to more the more ego-cenrric srates in Le.v.els IV
and V. However, as they continue to refine their spirirual inrelligence
they develop, along with the capaciry to be more fully present, increases

in EQ due to freedom from negative emotions, such as anger, resentment
and fear as well as increases IQ in terms of an enhanced ability to be
more rational and creative, which enhances decision making
effectiveness. Leaders who operate at Level III are also hypothesized to be
more sensitive to th€ needs of others, especially those they serve in their
organizations (Benefiel, 2005).

Lnel II: Spirit - Spirit is rhat aspect of one's being that gives rise to the
possibilirf of self-transcendence and deepening connectedness with all
things in the universe. It is at this level that altruistic love becomes
profoundly central to a leader's life. A deepening awareness of the Spirir
often involves cultivation of inner practices such as contempladon,
prayer and meditation, which serve to refine individual and social
identity so as to include all 'others' (Benefiel, 2005; Duschon and
Plowman, 2005; Kurtz and Ketcham, 1992). Level II is the level ofbeing
that seeks self-transcendence and deepening connectedness with all
things in the universe. For spiritual intelligence and spiritual leader

development, this often involves cultivation of spiritual pmctices such as

contemplation, prayer and meditation. Leaders who function(ed)



frequently at Level II include the Dalai Lama, Mother Teresa, Gandhi
and Saint Francis. Very few people live consistently at Level II, rhough
many often function from this level as a temporary state.

The spiritual aspect of human beings is concerned with finding and
expressing one's calling or purpose and living in relation to orhers
through love and service (Fry and Kriger, 2009). Spirituality reflecrs the
awareness of the Divine - a Presence, Being, Higher Power, or God that
influences the way we operate in the world. Spirituality is broader than
any single formal or organized religion with its prescribed renets, dogma,
and doctrines. Instead, spiritualiry is the source for one's search for
meaning in life and a sense of interconnectedness with other beings (Fry
and Kriger, 2003; Giacalone ard Jurkiewicz, 2003).

The spiritual journey cal be undenaken with or without belief in a particuJar
religion or a Supreme Being. The renowned Dalai Lama, a Level II leader,
in Ethics for the New Millennium is very clear in making the distincrion
between spirituality and religion in his search for an ethical system
adequate to withstand the moral dilemmas of the twenty-first century.

Religion I take to be concerned with fairh in the cla.ims of one fairh
tradition or another, an aspect of which is the acceptance of some 6rm
of heaven or nirvana. Connected with this are religious teachings or
dogma, ritual prayer, and so on. Spirituality I take ro be concerned with
those qualities of the human spirit - such as love and compassion,
patience tolerance, forgiveness, contentmentr a sense of responsibility, a

sense of harmony - which brings happiness to both self and others"
(Dalai Lama, 1999, p.22).

The Dalai Lama notes that while ritual and prayer, along with the
questions of heaven and salvation are directly connected to religion, the
inner qualities of spirirualiry, spiritual well-being, the quesr for God and
ultimately joy, peace and serenity and commitment to organizations that
include and reinforce these qualities, need not be. Also, there is no reason

why individuals could not or should not deyelop these inner qualities
independent of any religious or metaphysical belief system. This is why
he somerimes says that religion is something we can perhaps do without.
But what we cannot do without are these basic spiritual qualities. From
his perspective, spiritualiry is necessary for religion but religion is not
necessary for spirituality.

The common bridge between spiritualiry and religion is altruistic love,
regard or devotion to the interests of others. In this respect, the basrc
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spiritual teachings of the world's Breat religions are remarkably similar.
Richard Rohr (2003), a Franciscan priest who writes about what is
common to all religions, believes that rrue religion is always abour love
and that love defines the ultimate Realiry. In religion this is manifesred
through the Golden Rule (sometimes called the "Rule of Reciprocity"):
do unto others as you would have them do unto you, which is common
to all major religions.

Huston Smith, in his monumental work, The World's Religions (1992)
points out thar every religion has some version of the Golden Rule,
which includes the cardinal values of humiliry, chariry and veraciry.
Spiritual intelligence is evidenced as a leader through pursuit of a vrsron
of sewice to others; through humility as having the capacity to regard
oneself as one, but nor more than one; charity, or altruistic love, as

considering one's neighbour needs as one's own; and veraciry having rhe
capaciry to be self-aware and conscious to see things exactly as they are,
freed from subjective distortions.

Lnel I: Non-dual - Level I is the most inclusive level ofbeing, in which
there is only a Transcendent Uniry. Underlying this level is a central
theme: the goal of this world is to know the Absolute, through the
trarscendence of all opposites, and self-realization. The Non-dual thus
embraces both pure being as well as pure emptiness. Logically this level

of being appears to involve a contadiction; however, all of the world's
spiritual traditions refer in one way or anorher to this level oF being that
is so inclusive that it includes both pure emptiness and pure fullness or
completeness. Level I is rhe inregration of all of the previous levels of
being into an Absolute Oneness, which is beyond all distinctions,
including the distinction between leader and follower. Level I is the
highest level of spiritual intelligence whereby a leader responds to each

situation, moment-to-moment as it arises within a unique context and
configuration of forces. SQ at this level encompasses an awareness of the
infinite range ofpossibilities that exist in each moment and non-atachment
to fotmer concerns of the ego, thereby creating tremendous flexibility of
response.

This Non-dual oneness lies at the heart of all of the major religious and
spiritual traditions (Kriger and Seng, 2005). Level I, as the highest level

of being, is the ultimate source of SQ which direcrly affects ard infuses

SQ at Levels II and III, and indirectly EQ at Level IV and IQ at Level V.
Level I is thus proposed to be the source of both spiritual perception at
level II as well as the ultimate source of spiritual awaleness and moral
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sensitivirF at level III. Level III spiritual awareness and moral sensitiviry is

then hypothesized to influence EQ in Level IV and the formation of
requisite vision and values, and amimdes, which in rurn directly
influences IQ in Level V through higher levels of rational behaviour and
creative problem solving. In essence individuals, depending on their level
of spiritual intelligence, will have varying aspects of spirirual perceprion
and moral sensitivity which require furrher inner work. Such a theory of
spirirual intelligence encourages the understanding that inspiration and
creativitlr as well as moral standards, ale the product of other higher
levels ofbeing that are often only partially perceived or understood.

In Figure I the Non-dual is identified as '?' is varyingly referred to as

'Yahweh', 'God', 'Allah', 'Shiva', 'Buddha Nature' or the Tao, depending
the religious traditions of Judaism, Chrisrianiry, Islam, Hinduism,
Buddhism and Taoism. In Buddhism it is referred to as that which is

Uncreated and Unborn or bodhi. Thus, we are using a '?' to refer to rhar
which, in terms of knowledge and stare of being, is prior to and beyond
names and uncreated, yet the source of all creation. The '?' proposed in
Figure 1 is nor dependent on meaning ofwhat is signified by the '?' srnce

it is the constructed and lived sense-making of the '?' that infuses
meaning, inner perception and deeper values in leaders.

However, this '?' from a spiritual viewpoint is nor simply endogenous to
the individual leader, since, according to each of the religious traditions,
it is the very source of inner perception and belief. It is thus both
endogenous to rhe individual, as well as exogenous, by being the totaliry
of the external environment as well. Thus, context at level I is borh internal
and external to the individual. From a normal science research perspective

this '?' becomes highly problematic to anyone *ho is a researcher- irom a

structural-functionalist paradigm (see Burrell and M organ, 1994; Fry and,

Kriger,2009; Vilber, 2000a), since it is not a variable which is controllable
in any scientific sense.

There are some recent examples living individuals who exhibir the
spiritual intelligence at likely Level I. However, few, if any, reside or
work within organizational contexts. Thus, spirirual intelligence ar Level
I is a stage of being that is more to be aspired for, rather than a current
realiry wirhin mosr sertings. One example is Ramana Maharshi, an
Indian sage of the twentieth century, who emphasized in his teachings

that the point where all religions converge is in the realization that God
is everything and everything is God (Osbourne, 1970). This is the
essence of the Non-dual. He funher maintained that this should not be
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in a mystical, symbolic or a.llegorical sense but rather in a most literal and
pracdcal sense. This Level I stage is at the limits ofwhat most individuals
in the workplace can even imagine, let alone actualize in rheir lives or
jobs.

Ekhart Tolle provides a more recent example of the Level i leader. He
states that being, at the highest level, can be felt, but by irs narure cannor
be understood fully by the rational mind. To be at the level of the Non-
dual involves abiding in a state of "feeling-realization," which is a natural
state of non-separation with Being (God). Vhen situations arise that
need to be dealt with, appropriare actions become spontaneously clear as

they arise in the now out of deep present-moment awareness. As Tolle
(1999, p. 18) states:

The beginning of freedom is the realization that you are not the
possessing €ntiry - the thinker. Knowing this enables you to
observe the entity. The mom€nt you start watching the thinker, a

higher lwel of consciousness becomes activated. You then begin to
realize that there is a vast realm ofintelligence beyond thought, that
thought is only a tiny aspect of indligence. You also realize that all
the things that really maner - beauty, love, creativity, joy, inner
peace - arise from beyond the m.ind.

SQ at Level I entails dynamically residing in and responding to ar ever-
evolving open system of levels of being. At the highest level of being an
individual actualizes all rhe levels of bging which reside at each of the
lower levels. Throughout the preceding is the belief that leaders can
aspire to and reach self-realization, a state of non-separation from being
in its most inclusive sense. At this level of being, all of the world's
spiritual traditions declare that the experience of dua.lity (i.e., of
separation) will dissolve. Therefore, a leader living and behaving from the
Non-dual level would not see a distinction between the "self' and the
"orher." From the Non-dual level of being, self and other are simply
labels that overly congtrain the possible role sets of individuals. In the
ideal, leaders have the potential to enter roles as needed to produces
outcomes beneficial to all in specific situations moment-by-moment.

The Sliinal Journey and Spiitual Transfonnation

The spiritual journey begins when people who are living in Levels V and
IV awaken m an awareness ofa spiritual reality and seek the consciousness of
being in Level III. This happens only when one has exhausted his/her
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own resources and senses the need for the Divine, Higher Self or a

Higher Power (Benefiel, 2008: Fry,2003). Twelve srep progmmmes
refer ro this point as hitting bottom or letdng go. Paul Fleischman in llr
Healing Spirit (1994) terms this the need for release - to relax, to lay
down one's burdens, to relinquish the efforr to control, ro be relieved of
guilt and anxiety, to be free of tension, and to find inner peace. Here, in
Level III a leader begins to seek to discover one's addictions and
attachments. Those who persevere learn that the spiritual journey is

rea.lly about our own transformation. The key in this stage is to learn to
let a Divine enerry shape our prayers (Kearing, 2007, 2009). This is the
part of the spiritual journey that marks the entrance into Level III.
Because of Nfestern culture's focus on image, external rewards, and on
instant grarification, many in rhe lVest remain in Levels V and IV and
never make it through to the rest ofthe spiritual journey.

Level III is the stage of striving to transcend self-centred ego to become

more other-centred. Leaders at this stase do not succumb ro
discouragement as readily and find it ."sier 1o perset ere through trials
and tribulations. At this point comes a glimpse of the realiry of Level II.
Spiritual intelligence at Level III marks the beginning of liberry from old
attachments and love towards all. A tendency develops to love and serve

theirneighbour and those in need despite their defects.

Leaders who continue on the spiritual journey may enter the "second

dark night." In this place not only does prayer no longer work, but even

God seems to have disappeared, This appears rrue even as one let's go of
old forms of prayer and becomes more open to listening for something
new. There is a sense of being blocked with no new paths opening to a
Higher Power no matter how much effort is exened. It is at this pornt
that leaders learn to simply desire to be with the Divine, not for the

worldly benefits that are often received. This is hard to understand,
esoeciallv if the leader's true desire is their own transforrnation. However,
ali religious traditions emphasize that a Divine, Higher Power is still
working in hidden ways during this second dark night (Benefiel, 2008).

Ultimately if the leader perseveres) they now fully experience the reality
of Level II and begin to experience union with the Divine, God, their

Higher Power or the Non-dual in Level I. This is the point at which

one's very life become dedicated to a higher good. Spiritual teachers refer

to this as letting go or surrender. However, this is not where one

surrenders oneself or one's personal moral autonomy. Instead one

surrenders the illusion ofabsolute autonomy and control. However, such



total surrender is only possible for one who has totally fallen in love wrth
a mysterious uncomprehended source of Divine Energy, Being, Higher
Power or God. In spiritua.l, but not religious, rwelve step programmes
this is the poinr where one realizes that their life is unmanigeable, that
no human power could restore sariry to rheir lives but thal a Higher
Power (God or ?) could and would if rhe Divine were sought for Its own
saKe.

By far, most seekers glimpse this place and live in it briefly, rhen slip inro
a more ego-cenrred place. Ir is rare for one to arrive and stay at Level I
for long. But over dme as they continue ro walk rhe spiritual path,
leaders can learn to live more and more fully in rhis place oF lerting go.
This is what twelve-srep programmes mean when they say the program is
about "spiritual progress not spiritual perfection." To the exrent seekers
are able to live predominandy at levels III and above, they are more
dedicated to the higher good and available to the needs of the people
they serve. Because their egos are more other-cenrred, these leaders can
use their skills and energies to serve the good of the organization as a
whole, rarher rhan their own selfish interesrs.

Most importantly, a spiritual seeker must engage in a conrinual quest for
greater awareness, consciousness, and experienced oneness as much as

possible with kvel I Being. At a minimum this involves several key spiritual
practices which include: knowing oneself; being as hungry for this
connection as one can be; and maintaining a regular inner practice, such
as mediation, radical investigation of the traps of the mind (as in Zen
koans), centreing or constant prayer, chandng, whirling, or ecsraric ffance.

In proposing a being-centred approach to spirirual inrelligence, we mke
the view that a human being dynamically resides in and responds to an
ever-evolving holonic system of levels of being. At the highest level of
being an individual, whether a leader or not, actualizes all the levels of
being which reside at each ofthe lower levels. Throughout the preceding
is a Non-dual orientation and concurrent belief that leaders can aspire to
and reach Self-realization, a state of non-separadon from being in rts

most inclusive sense. At this level of being, it is posited by all of the
world's spiritual traditions that the experience of dualiry, i.e. of
separation, will dissolve. Therefore, a leader living and behaving from the
Non-dual level would tend not to see a distinction berween the "leader' and
the "led." From the Non-dual level of being, followership and leadership
are simply labels that overly constrain rhe possible role sets ofindividuals.
In rhe ideal, individuals have the potential to enter roles as needed to
lead in soecific moment-bv-moment situational contexts.
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Thus spirirual leader development is reflected in Figure I by rhe upward
arrow on the left side of rhe five levels of beine, labeled as
epistemological assenr. Thus the spirirual journey involves work to
develop IQ in Level V and rhen EQ in the Level of being Spirirual
intelligence and spiritual leader development begins with a spiritual
awakening in Level III through many ups and downs through Level II
and the commitment to a rranscendent vision of love and service all the
way to union with the? in Level I. However, even the most advanced
leader will occasiona.lly find themselves back in Level V. No one attarns
union with the Non-dual permanently in rhis life .

Spiritual intelligence, ideally sources itself from being Level I and then
expresses into the manifest world by moving downward through
progressively more coarse or dense levels of being where each higher level
of being is ontologically prior to the Level V visible world (\filber,
2000a; 2000b). This is reflected in Fiqure 1 by rhe downward arrow on
the right side ofthe five levels of bein!, labeled as onrological unfolding
or descent. This indicates the onrological unfolding from more subde to
progressively denser levels of being, depending on which level the leader
currentll is operating fiom. For the five levels of being there s a

corresponding epistemological level by which leaders can develop over
time a more integrativ€ awareness ofoptions available which can result in
higher SQ, EQ IQ, and ultimarely, increased leader effectiveness (lGiger
and Seng, 2005).

An SQBased Model of Spiritual Leader Development

Building on the work of Emmons (2000) and Zohar and Marshall,
2000) and Goleman's skills of EI model, l?iggleswo rth (2004, 2006)
offered a developmental, competenry-based model of spiritual
intelligence that can be used to further refine our theory of spiritual
intelligence as well as provide a springboard for future research and
practice on spiritual leader development. She defines spirituality as the
innate human need to connect with something larger than ourselves,

something that is considered sacred or divine (Wiggleswonh, 2004).
Inherent in this definition is the assumption that the need to transcend
the limited self is just part ofwho we are as a species - it is "innate." Not
everyone "wakes up" to this self-transcending facet ofhuman nature and
acts on it. But we tend to be miserably unhappy when we do not address

this need. Ve need an active process - a relationship - with whatever we
call the Divine. Another embedded assumption, which is made explicit
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in her Spiritual Intelligence model, is rhat the goal is, as in the kvels of
Being, to 6e both ascending and descending in rie experience of our
Spiriruality. That is - to be in the world while also not Leine limited to
this three dimensional dualisric experience. 'i(har is "sacredi is whar rs
above, below, beside and all around us. Thus relationships with the
sacred have a focus of service to rhe separated individua.ls *a an"ounr.,
(still in contracted consciousness - induding ourselves) and ro rhe planet
and to the transcended whole.

Spirituality is something beyond our ego-self or constricted sense of self
It may be defined as having two componenrs: the verdcal and the
horizontal.

1. Vertical component: something sacred, divine, timeless and
placeless. . .a Higher Power, Source, Ultimate Consciousness - or any
other language the person prefers. Desiring to be connected to and
guided by this Source.

2. Horizontal component: being of service to our fellow humans and
to the planet at large.

Spiritual Intelligence is "the abiliry to behave with altruistic love through
wisdom and compassion while maintaining inner and outer peace
(equanimity) regardless of the circumstarces." "Behave" is important
because it focuses on how well we mainrain our cenrre, sray calm, and
actually treat others with compassion (EQ informed by SQ) and wisdom
(lQinformed by SQ. In the east, love is often defined as a bird wi,th two
wings: wisdom and compassion. Withour either wing the "bird" (love)
cannor fly, lVisdom and compassion emphasize the connection with rhe
Divine and work together to manifest altruistic love, - defined as " a
sense of wholeness, harmony, and well being produced through care
concern and appreciation for both one's self and others" (Fry, 2003, p.
712). The statement of "regardless of the circumsrances" shows that we
can maintain our peaceful centre and loving behaviours even under great
stress. Thus spiritual intelligence is behaving with altruisric love even
under stressful circumstances.

Based on this definition and building on the 18 skills or competencies of
Emotional Intelligence that fall into 4 quadranrs, \?igglesworth (2004)
defined of 2lskills or comperencies that comprise four quadrants of
spiritual intelligence (See Table 2)-'the 21 skills fall inro 4 quadrants
which parallel Goleman and Boyazis, and McKee (2004) competencies
of emotiona.l intellieence.
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Table 2: Competencies of Spidtual Intelligence
Four Quadrants of Sq

Self/selt focused Oth6rlocused
l. $ltlself A$rareness : 2. unlver3al Awareness
1. AwaBn6$ ot @h woddvi€w : 6, AwaFn€* ol lnr66nner€d^6ss ot liro

2. a*a6nss or I ir6 Pu'e@ (v,*r-1 i 7.

3. AraEn€$ or v.l@s Hrer.rcby ! 3'

4. Cohd* ry o, r.n.' ftoLqht : 9. A*8,ores ot ih,Gl'@
5. Awa€n€s or Ego sot1]rsh.i s6[ r0. awdGn$s or sp ual Lawe

3. SelflSelf Mastery 14. Soclsl Mastery/Splrltual P.esence
r7. W!6 and ofocliv€ Lach€/m.ntd12. Comm[h.nr b sprdrud grym 13. wl36 Md.fi€cliv€ r6ad6/.hage agcnr13. XeeFng Hghe, Sen in chdo6

I re. Mak€sconpNiona'oAND wtso

16, s€.k no ;danc. rrcm nEn", s.r I 20 A!.lT'ns.r.aln9pr46n.€
| 2r Beins.llon.dfirl. rh..bb and flow ol Ll€

|cdn.waetuta,a L@s | | lc*F*,;;;a;;;;l

As with the Goleman/Boyatzis model of EQ skills, in Table l, our basic
proposition is that Quadrant l will be critical for the development of
Quadrants 3 and 4. However, it is possible that some people, especially
those in eastern traditions, may first develop some of the skills of
Quadrant 2 and then move into Quadrant I before moving on to
Quadrants 3 and 4. Thus Quadrants \ and2 arc both needed but where
you srart is not critical.

A core piece of vocabulary in this approach to SQ leader development rc

ego self and Higher Self (capitalized to emphasize the connection to the
Divine or transcendent domain). Ego is used in the spiritual literature to
refer to our separated sense of self as a personality in a body who is

ultimately alone in the world. The ego sense develops over time, as

mapped by the developmental psychologies, in ways that parallel the
spiritual literature (for example the chalsas). The ego self is sometimes
called personaliry self, temporary self, limited self or lower self. The
Higher Selfhas many synonyms: soul, Spirit, Atman, Buddha nature, the

Divine within, the Tao wirhin, the eterna.l sell authentic self, essential

self, rue self. Generally the Higher Selfis perceived as far wiser than the

ego self and more expansive in its view with a longer time perspecrive
(Skill S) as well as the ability to easily understand the worldview of
anyone (Skill 7). A critical skill for the development of SQ is the ability
to hear the voice of the ego self (the inner chatter of worry, fear, et

cetera) as separate from the voice of the Higher Self develoPs a\!?reness
(Skill 5). Once we can observe that we have multiple "voices" or
pe$pectives inside our own self and that some of them cause us upset,

then the spiritual journey - and the development of the other SQ skills -
can besin in earnest.

}E
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Each of the four quadrants adds a critical component for spiritual leader

development. Overall, SQ is the abiliry to behave with divinely inspired
Love. This is manifested through the inner srate (Quadrants 1 and 2) of
the person and their outer behaviours and presence (Quadrants 3 and 4).

. Qndrant 1. Ego+elJ'lHigher-Self Atuareness: Quadrant lfocuses on
awareness and complexiry of inner rhought (showing interdependency
with IQ). In this quadrant the interior awareness of personal misston,
values, worldview, and complexiry of thought support an overall shift
from listening to the voice of the ego to listening to the voice of the

Higher Self (also called Authentic Seli Spirit, Buddha nature, etc.)

This strong interior development (assuming all 5 skills are well
developed) creat€s the foundation for SQ

. Qyadrant 2. flniuersal Awareness: This is a combination of
Collective Interior and Universa.l "interior" or "nonmaterial" reality.

In this quadrant understanding the worldviews of others is tightly
linked to understanding our own worldview (it is through contrast

and comparison that we can see ourselves). The other skills are

related to altering our perceptions of realiry - from the very limited
nature of our own perceptual capabilities; to the scoPe of the time

horizon we can contemplate; to the interconnectivity of all life; ro

alternate states of consciousness (transcendence) and awareness of
spiritual laws. Not all of these skills need to be developed to skill

level 5 for a tipping point to occur. But significant development rs

needed (skill level 4) on most or all of them for someone to srably

inhabit the top ofthe pyramid on the ascent ofbeing.
. Quadrant 3. Ego-selfHigher-SelfMastcrl.' Quadmnt 3 is demonstrated

individual behaviours relating to managing self (exterior). The skills

in this quadrant are focused on exterior demonstrations of what we

have developed in Quadrants 1 and 2. We are able to live fiom our

purpose and values; seek guidance from and operate from our Higher
Self; sustain faith in difficult times; and sustain our commitment to
spiritual growth (including oYelcoming any forgiveness issues with
our faith tradition from our childhood). At this point, if Quadrant 3

skills are well developed, we are moving in the descent part of being

spiritual leader - we are showing up in the world in a spiritually
intelligent way.

. Qaadrant 4. Social Mastery/spiritual Presmce: Qtndrant 4 is

demonstrated effectiveness in group interactions. In this final

quadrant we demonstrate being-centred leadership. \7e are a calming
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and healing presence. $(/e are aligned in an almost effortless way wirh
rhe natural flow oflife - things seem to happen magically as we focus

on them. We are a wise and effective mentor and change agenr. And
we make compassionate and wise decisions - decisions motivated
from altruistic love. At this point we are fully "descended" - able to
act from Higher Self. We are doing while ma-intaining ou! presence

or being in the moment or now.

Each of these skills is hypothesized to have five levels of skill proficiency.
The model defines the "expen" level of skill attainment and 4 preceding
levels for all 21 skills. hvel 0 is implied, and means that the person has

not begun to develop that skill. Level 5 is the highest level we can

measure/describe. And at Level 5 a person is not considered "finished" as

there is always room to grow. Table 3 gives an example for Skill 5:

Awareness of Higher Self/Ego Self

Table 3: Example oflevels of Dwelopment
for Skill5; Awareness of Higher SelflEgo SeJf

Level I Can communicate understanding of the nature of Ego self-

including its origin and rhe purpose it sewes in spiritual
development.

Lllvel2 Demonstrates ability to obsewe personal Ego in operation and

comment on what seems ro trigger Ego eruptions.

Level3 Demonstrates awatcness of ard abiliry to periodically "listen to"
Spirit or Higher Selfas a separate voice from Ego self.

kvel 4 Hcars the voice of Spirit or Higher Self clearly and understands the
"multiple voices" that Ego self can have. Gives authority to voice of
Higher Selfin imponant dec$lons.

Level 5 Spirit or Higher Selfvoice is clear and consistent. Ego selfis present

and is a joful advisor to Higher Self. There is no longet a struggle

berween the two voices. Rather there is a sense of only "one voice"

...the Higher Self (Authentic Self, Spirit) voice.

Here is a sample of the feedback a leader would receive if you scored a

"3" on this skill that would then be used for funher spiritual leader

development:

You are aware of the influences of your childhood on the

development of your personality and belieft. You understand that

there is a difference between the desires ofyour Ego and the desires

of your Higher Sell You can observe the Ego part of your nature

and can usually recognize what has caused your Ego to get agitated.
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You are aware of how your body feels when Ego is agitated. This is
great...your body car be your ally in alerting you to when your Ego

is upset. Next step: Learn to have a conversation with yourself
when your Ego is upset (or better yet in a quiet moment later on).
Ask your Ego self "\X/hat are you afraid oP" "What are you angry

about?" "!?hat would you like me to do about this situation?" Thrs

dialogue helps you to create a litde bit of distance through

awareness so that you are OBSERVING your Ego self rather than
just automatically acting based on its prompting. \Write down the

answers you get from Ego. Then ask yourself "V/hat might be a
more lfise and Compassionate resPonse to this siruation?" (or

more simply, "tVhat would Love do?") Breathe deeply to calm your

body and then ask the question aga-in. Lisren for the inner wisdom

that arises from Higher Sell Notice the differences in how each

part of us interprets a situation. When you have reflected on these

different interpretations, look closely at the Ego's interpretation.

Fear is the underlying feeling beyond anger. Ask it "\X/hat are you

afraid o0" and then "why are you afraid of that?" When it answers,

ask again, "and why are you afraid of that?" and again "tX/hy are

you afiaid of that?" Keep going as long as you can until you ger ro

the deepest fear you can reach. Notice whar beliefs and thoughrs are

behind the fear your Ego feels. Write these belieFs and thoughts

down. Then write their antidotes - the truth as Higher Self sees it.

Relationships Benseen SQ Quddrants and Leaek of Being

(IODY: We Need to Claify thatThese are SQ Qundrants
Because Goleman Uses Quadranx Too)

Our theory ofspiritual intelligence based on levels of being proposes rhat

IQ, EQ, and SQ are embedded and holonic. A reasonable level of IQ is

assumed ro be necessary for leadership (Level $ since this relates to the

basic skill set necessary for problem solving that is valued in organizational

settings (Gardner, 1993). Plus effective leader must understand and

apply the power ofvision, values, and images (Level I$ as a basic means

foi p.rsonal, group, and organizational conrrol and motivation (Daft,

2008; Fry, 2003; Fry and Kriger, 2009). Spiritual Intelligence Quadrants I

and 2 correspond to the skills and competencies needed for the episremo-

logic"l asce.ri of knowledge for Levels III-I. Therefore an individual with

,,o 
"*"r.n.r, 

of their higher self and ego self (Skill 5) and/or no

awareness of their values and worldview will have a very di€ficult dme
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beginning to dwelop the awareness of the worldviews of others or the
limitations of human perception in Quadrant 2.

Leaders operate in the world from the level ofbeing they find themselves
perceiving from in any particular moment. This is the ontological
"decent" in Figure l. For example, a leader wirh little EQ would riake
decisions primarily on logic and have little consideration or regard for
the emotional impact of rheir decisions or behaviour on orhers. This is
what is meant when we say a person has high IQ but low EI (EQ. A
leader could, however, have high EQ arrd be operating in Level IV
(uninformed by a Level IIi or II or I perception) and be self-serving and
use their EQskills to exploit others for their own benefit.

SQ Quadrants 3 and 4 skills are observable by others. A mxtery of
Quadrant 3 skills are dependent upon a minimum ofa Level III way of
being and produce a sense of serenity that results in calm, centred and
peaceful behaviour. Mastery of Quadrant 4 skills come from levels II and
I and tap into a sense of the Non-dual rhat results in loving and serving
others through compassionate and wise (non-atrached) action.

Discussion and Conclusion

To date, approaches to spiritual intelligence have confusing and
contradictory (Ronel, 2008). We have atrempted to resolve these
apparent contradictions and offer a theory of spiritual intelligence and
spiritual leader development that not only meets the criteria for the
definition of intelligence within a multiple intelligence framework, but
also introduces spiritual intelligence as a core competence thar penetrates

into and guides other intelligences. Spiritua.l intelligence can be
manifested in any human realm, whether cognitive, emotional, social,

creational, or any other form of intelligence (Gardner, 1993). Moreover,
our theory is developmental; people may practice its development at any
stage or level.

Our definition of spiritual intelligence - the ability ro behave with
altruistic love through wisdorn and compassion while maintaining inner
and outer peace (equanimity) regardless of the circumstances - coupled
with the levels of being necessary for its development fa.lls within the
general definitions offered by Gardner (1993) and Gottfredson (1997),
who view intelligence as a skill, competence, or ability to comprehend or
make sense of things or situations and then bring adaptive, creatrve

approaches to solve problems that humans face.
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This approach to spiritual intelligence and spirirual leader development
also incorporates and exrends the rwo most accepred definirions of
spiritual intelligence offered by Emmons (2000) and Zohar and
Marshall, 2000, 2004), who emphxize the capaciry to transcend rhe
physical and material, experience heightened srares of consciousness ro
Iive in and be responsive to rhe momentJ recognize the presence of the
Divine in ordinary activities through a calling that give's purpose ro life,
and serve others through wisdom, humiliry, and compassion.

The theory of spiritual intelligence and spiritual leader development also
has implications for future research on workplace spirituality (Giacalone
and Jurkewicz (2003). Scholars suggest that workplace spiritualiry can be
cultivated to produce increased organizaaional performance. Reder
(1982) found that spirituality-based organizational cultures were the
most productive, and through maximizing pfoductivity they reach
dominance in the marketplace. In addition, rhere is emerging aridence
that workplaces that are spiritually healthy perform bemer (Duschon and
Plowman, 2005; EIm, 2003; Garcia-Zamor, 2003). IF so, then
organizations and their leaders should have a vested interest in better
understanding spiritual intelligence and its role in spiritual leader

development.

Another area for future research is the integration ofspirirual intelligence
theory and spiritual leadership theory (SLT) (Fry, 2003, 2005,2008. A
Level II theory (Fry and Kriger, 2009), SLT was developed using an

intrinsic motivarion model that incorporates vision, hope, faith, altruistic
love, theories of workplace spirituality, and spiritual well-being. The
purpose of spirirual leadership is to: (1) crcare vision and value congruence

across the individual, team, and organization levels; (2) enhance spiritual
well-being through the calling and membership of both leaders and
followers; and 3) foster higher levels of employee well-being, corporate
socia.l responsibility, and organizational performance. This entails:

l. Creating a transcendent vision ofservice to key stakeholders wheretn

leaders and followers experience a sense of calling, i.e. lile has

meaning, purpose, and makes a difference; and

2. Establishing an organizational culture based on prescribed values of
altruistic love and other spiritual values, where leaders and followers

have a sense of membership, feel understood and appreciated, and

have genuine care, concernr arrd appreciation for 6ol thems.lt.s
and others (see Table 3 for a list of values enacted by spiritual
leaders).
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The source of spiritual leadership is an inner life or spiritual pracrice. Ar
the root of the conn€ction between spiritual intelligence and spiritual
leadership theory is the recognition thar we all have an inner voice that is

the ultimate source of wisdom in our most dif0cult business arrd
personal decisions (Lery,2000). Leaders have spiritual needs (i.e., an
inner life) just as they have physical, mental, and emotional needs, and
none of these needs are left at the door when one arrives at work
(Duschon and Plowman, 2005). Observing, wimessing, and the cultivation
of rhis inner voice as it relates to rapping into or drawing upon a higher
power is key for spiritual leadership. Therefore research is needed on the
role ofspiritual intelligence and its influence on spiritual leadership.

Finally, initial efforts to develop and validate ar instrument to measure

21 the skills of spirimal intelligence for leader assessment and development
are promising, although this work is in its early stages fWigglesworth,
2006). h appears possible to create clear operational definitions of
Spiritualiry and Spiritua.l Intelligence as well define and assess the specific
skills and the levels of skill development for the 21 skills of SQ that will
enable the Levels of Being spiritual journey of the leader. However,
further research and refinement is needed to rigorously investigate the
reliabiliry and validity of this measure for personal and organizational
spiritual leadership development.
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